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Computing Outage August 9-11

Starting around 3 pm Friday, August 9th, and lasting through the weekend, all power to the SCS computing building will be shut down for a transformer upgrade and seismic bracing. This is scheduled to minimize impact since power will be turned off over a weekend during the summer accelerator downtime. However, it will cause a complete computing outage of all services including onsite and offsite network connectivity. Power will be supplied to the Central SLAC phone system and voice mail should be unaffected. Contact John Weisskopf, SCS Building Manager, x 3188 with questions or concerns.

Burn Banned

The Jasper Ridge controlled burn is cancelled for this year because of new state oversight rules requiring a re-inspection of the area.

Sand Hill Review

The Spring edition is published and available in hard copy for the modest sum of $6.00. Copies may be purchased from Janice Dabney (x3603, dabney@SLAC.Stanford.EDU) or Marty Sorensen (x4240, mfsor@SLAC.Stanford.EDU). This edition features several SLAC authors -- Bill Kirk, Marty Sorensen, and Jim Stanfield.

Right Turn Scofflaws Repent

Some drivers who turn right from Sand Hill Road into the Main Gate have not been stopping fully or watching for pedestrians and bicyclists before turning right on a red light. While most of us are careful, there is a very real danger that one of these reckless few could cause a serious injury or fatality. If you drive safely, don't worry. But, if you don't, be warned that SLAC has contacted the proper authorities and those breaking traffic laws will be ticketed.

FleaMarket

You can post your classified ad using the SLAC FleaMarket Submission form.

QuickNews Available via Email

If you wish to receive the email version of QuickNews in the future, send a message to majordomo@slac.stanford.edu with the message in the body.
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